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Simon
In the diary.
Need to know about your implementation
/ resource capability?
Steve

Dear Simon
Thanks for your confirmation. Please let me know if your plans change
as I am sure I can move things around if needed.
The proposed new project represents quite a significant step  for the
Company and I have concerns about how people are feeling about it and
how we can introduce it in a way that minimizes disruption to current
ways of working. I am also interested in understanding more about the
quality of the products you are recommending
I am looking forward to meeting you (and to learning about your team’s
capability and experience).
I hope you have a pleasant and relaxing weekend
Kind regards
Steve

Dear Steve

Further to our telephone conversation, I am writing to confirm our
meeting ion Monday 14th May at 14.00pm.
As discussed it would be helpful to understand more about your new
project and to discuss how our productss may be able to help you with
this.
If you have any questions or specific areas you wish to discuss at the
meeting please let me know.
I look forward to meeting you
Kind regards

Simon

Your Email

Their Reply : 1

Their Reply : 2

E-Mail Analysis of someone's profile



Dear Simon
Great - works for me! Our new project is really
exciting.

I am looking forward to hearing about how
your new products can help us be more
efficient and productive to differentiate us
from our competitors and give us a technical
edge.

See you Monday – have a great weekend!
Kind regards
Steve

Their Reply : 3

Their Reply : 4
Dear Simon
Thank you for confirming the meeting at 2pm on Monday 14th
The purpose of the meeting is to understand if you meet our criteria for a suitable external
supplier. If this is the case we will shortlist you for the next stage of the  process.  Please be
prepared to present:

1. How the proposed products and services can make us more productive and efficient
2. Outline the scope, stages and timeline envisaged
3. Key deliverables in terms of quality, guarantees including full product specifications
4. Specific case studies and examples of where you have implemented these products before
and details of customers we can use as references
5. A cost breakdown of your proposition including payment options
6. Your internal quality processes and procedures

I would also be interested to understand more about your Company, and the full range of
products and services you offer. Please advise what information you can send in advance of
the meeting.
Yours sincerely
Steve

E-Mail Analysis 2



After a call think about the behaviours you
have heard and assess and score the

individual

Just like LIFO® Score a "4" if that
behaviour is most like them and a "1" if you

don't recognise the behaviour in them or
didn't observe it at all ... and anything in

between as a "2" or a "3"

We all have a fixed capacity of behaviour
so the total must add up to 60. If it

doesn't go back and adjust the scores
until it does.

The Excel spreadsheet will convert the
scores into a LIFO® graph showing Most &
Least preferred and any potential excess

or neglect

Then plan your Adapting behaviour with
them accordingly

Profile Assessment Grid



What is credibility?  Why do we need it?

Trust Listening Consistency
Knowledge
of products

Fair &
reasonable

Speed /
responsiveness Confidence Visibility Big picture

Track
Record

Showcase
sales

people buy
from

people
they trust

They need
to be safe

They like
tried and
trustedTestimonial

Case
Studies

How you
behave is

ket 

We like
people with

good
character

traits

Credibility
counters the

negative sales
stereotype

The most
important

ingredient in
selling = 

Honesty
Adaptive /

flexible
Testimonials

People like
people like

them

CREDIBILITY

Establishing credibility



What would establish credibility for
each of the behavioural preferences?

Deliverables Results
Pace

speed

Relationships Adaptable  Flexible

Integrity Teamwork
Quality

Products

Proof of
concept

Facts and
data

Good
process

How do we establish Credibility?



WHY?

HOW?

WHAT?

Why does RS Machinery exist? What
benefit does it bring to industry?

Describe how you do this by telling a
relevant story about how you helped a
similar customer - tell it using real
names and describe real emotions. 

Describe the results that were achieved
for the customer  - specific measurable
and tangible results are better!

(Ideal if you can describe work you have done for
them at another of their sites / depots)

(Tailor it to the behavioural preference of
the customer )

 ("we help our clients' increase productivity and
reduce costs of their metalworking operations")

Golden Circle - Neuroscience in selling



Your name

Name of your intended prospect

Phone Call / Email 

Most Preferred  (MP) and Least Preferred (LP)

Need that you think  they may have, or
challenge they may be facing, or problem
solved at sister site or similar type of site 

Hi, my name is xxxxx and I am ringing from RS. We we
specialise in providing products in metalworking that
improve your efficiency and productivity. I am ringing
because we've been dealing with your sister depot in
XXXX and Dave, the Engineering manager suggested I
gave you a call based on what we did for him

Dave was struggling with
xxxx and urgently
needed a solution to
improve their efficiency
and productivity in xxx
part of their processes..
(more specific the
better). Explain personal
impact

What we did was ....... explain how you
engaged , what you did / supplied  and
how you solved the problem, Tailor it to
their behavioural preference. Tell it like a
story
SG - Quality, Teamwork: CH - Detail
factual, process; AD Relationships,
Flexibility, resourceful, CT - Results,
outcomes, pace

Explain what the results or outcomes
were again tailoring to their behavioural
preferences. 

Make the results specific, tangible ,
measurable

Fully qualified
and

researched

Makes it
bespoke to
them shows

your research

The Why of
Golden
Circle

Credibility
from referral

We all like
certainty and

proof of results
to be safe

We have
helped others

with same
problem

Story Selling
Neuroscience

Affinity
bias

I am sure we can do the same for you if not
with this but other similar challenges...
when can we get started?

Close on the
challenge and
taking action

Date of Call

Affinity bias -
we all like

people like us

Securing an appointment planner - based on how the brain works



Prepare an introductory pitch to gain a meeting with a
 specific customer  tailoring to their orientation using the

call planner and be prepared to deliver it to the group!

Book a time for the 121 Coaching where we will review your
research

Homework



Our Performance Improvement Modules



Instinctively we are "wired to connect"
with each other

Under stress most of you will see your
adapting scores rise. This is our natural
human instincts taking over.

We are tribal by nature – protecting each
other in our group and avoiding conflict to
be safe and avoid threat

This connectivity requirement is why social
media is so popular

People buy people - "affinity bias"

Wired to Connect



Dear Simon
Great - works for me! Our new project is really
exciting.

I am looking forward to hearing about how
your new products can help us be more
efficient and productive to differentiate us
from our competitors and give us a technical
edge.

See you Monday – have a great weekend!
Kind regards
Steve

Ask someone
who knows
them

Assessing others profile methods



PDF LIFO®saurus adapted.pdf

Use more of these words to connect with your customers based on their profile
This will creat that "affinity bias" subconsciously in their minds

LIFO®saurus - use of words



Review the Behavioural map and your own profile
results and identify ….

1.Which orientation is your biggest challenge? (Your
Least Preferred)

2.Which orientation will you find most easy to deal
with?  (your Most Preferred)

So how do you overcome this?

Behavioural Preferences



We  need to consciously adapt
our behaviour to the
preferences of our customers
after assessing them

Buyer Preferences



Practising recognising behaviours



Profiling is a reality



Just over 2,000 years ago, Aristotle, in is book, Rhetoric, defined
the art of persuasion into three distinct phases:

Ethos (convincing the audience of your competence) 
Do you know what you are talking about?

Pathos (developing emotional empathy with your audience)
Building relationships and rapport

Logos (using logic to seal your proposition). Delivering a logical
rational reason to buy

Aristotle

Each of you will find it easier to use some of these than others - it is
you challenge to get better at the ones you struggle with 

The Art of Persuasion- Affinity bias







Think about customer / prospect
meetings.......
and come prepared to discuss a checklist
of what you need to know from a
"discovery style" meeting 

Remember that the philosophy is based
around the concept of "solution selling"
- .. that we understand what the
customer needs and provide a solution
to that need rather than trying to sell
them our products and services
irrelevent to the need 

Homework
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Buyers will look at your LinkedIn as much as you look at theirs so it is important to make
the right impact. LinkedIN is a way to connect with people not a recruitment tool

Always connect with your prospects if you can,  as people may ignore an email or it goes
into junk but will normally open a Linkedin message.. another way to connect

Photo

Your photo needs to be a  head and shoulders shot that conveys a message that is
professional but friendly and confident. It should convey the image that you wish to
project. You could for example show a photo with a background of your business

Under your photo don't just put your name but also what you do : helping.... 

Banner
The Banner should not be one of the standard LInkedIn banners /
backgrounds - it should be related to your business and maybe even
feature the strap-line so the first / second image they see gives a
message. This is a great example 

Images
register with 

the brain
30.000 times
quicker than

words!

Personal LinkedIn Design



About
Tell people exactly what you do using the Golden Circle process. Make it the 3"C's - 
Clear Concise Compelling. Tell people Why, How and What but remember.....

LinkedIn counts a 'character' to include letters, numbers, spaces, and punctuation.
The new profile interface only shows the first 2 lines of your summary, before a
reader has to click SEE MORE to see the full version. That means you have 200-250
characters (or about 25-42 words) to make your opening compelling.

Experience  Make sure it is up to date with your latest role.  Use the correct logo from the
organisation. Don't just state the job you do and the dates, use it as an opportunity
to say what you have achieved in the role or at least a concise summary of what
you do. Obviously latest role is most important. People may not scroll further

Skills and Endorsements List the skills you believe you have that could be endorsed and ask people to
endorse you and reciprocate for them. If you have a successful relationship and
engagment with a client - as them if they would endorse you

Recommendations -
Given and Received

As above ask people to recommend you - there is a button to click to ask ... try to
guide them as to what you would like them to say via a LinkedIn message. Many  of
mine I have written and they have posted! Many people ask what  you want them to
say so guide them!    Always offer to reciprocate

Personal LinkedIn Design 2



Successful Account Management  is about building a relationship and helping the customer
achieve their goals by providing great service and great products

It is not about how much we can sell to them!  If we meet their needs and build trust and
relationships they will buy from us 

Account Management Rationale



What are the benefits to the customer of having an Account Manager to look after them?

Someone
who

understands
their business

One person
to call if

there is a
problem

 Loyalty
Anticipates

client's
needs

Ensures
consistency
of approach

Sees big
picture not

just a
transaction

Relationship
Manager

personal not
just corporate

Accountability
and ownership

Single
point of
contact

Specialist
Advice &
guidance

Reliability

Convenience

Time Saving
due to

response
times

At the moment people don't
know you are in post and may
not understand the benefits!

Account Management
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Purpose DISCOVERY

Whats in it for the customer

Confirm understanding

Clarity

Understand the need

Who does what by whenRapport Again

Certainty

Demonstrate your research Bespoke

Discovery Meeting Structure



How do we do this? First create a list of what is typically important:

Quality of
product 

Reliability &
Consistency

Stock 
availability

Then ask them
to prioritise
their Top 3

Or ask them
importance on
a scale of 1-
10 

Competiveness /
Price

Service Quality &
Responsiveness

Product
Knowledge
& Expertise

Understanding
of their business

After care /
follow up

Good
Communication

Personal
Credibility Trust

Honesty
Integrity

Transparency

 W.I.T.Y. Whats Important to you



Here is the list we created of criteria
important to our clients

If you asked  them the importance of
each on a scale of 1-10 what do you think

they would say?

 W.I.T.Y. What's Important to you?

They would 
say they 
were all 

10’s!



Open

Closed

Confirmation

Probing

Attitude

Who What Why When How, Where 

Answers that require a Yes or No

Confirming what you think you know - what has changed?

Elaborate, Discuss further, tell me more, explain

Feel......   Reaction.......   Opinion

Questioning Types



Delivery
date Budget

Application
of products

How many
workers Timescale

Product
selection /
analysis

WITY
Project Deadlines Stakeholders End Users?

Previous
buying
history

Current
supplier

past

Problem
does it
solve

Payment
process -
funding

product
spec  Pain points

DISCOVERY - What do we need to find out about a specific project /opportunity?



Discovery - STRAWMAN



Prepare 5 Questions using your  own words that you will
ask during a Discovery Meeting that covers all the
areas of S.T.R.A.W.M.A.N.

Plus a Meeting Purpose statement
to open a Discovery meeting

Purpose

Whats in it for the customer

Certainty

Homework Task


